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A.S. Program Board requests pay increase
By Amy I.. Pabalan
Daily stall writer
Pending approval imm the Associated
Students hoard of directors. A S Program
Board members will receive a pay raise
A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramontes said
an audit completed in August shows the A.S
has a total of $32.550 in unappropriated funds
S hoard today
He said he will present to the
a plan to allocate the funds to v :mous groups
and suggest that the hoard take fiscal action.
The hinds has e ’no fiscal impact on the
current budget or the one that will be presented
for next year." Miramonies said
Although figures are tentative. Mira -

monies said he will ask the A.S. board to give about it this year, but it would be nice to get the
program hoard members a $25 raise per month. extra money. It would help.’’ Alexander said.
and pay the program hoard director an additioMiramonies said he thinks the A.S. board
nal $50 per month.
will agree with his presentation.
Currently the seven program hoard chairThe members ol the program hoard "have
men receive a monthly stipend of $50 each and been doing a good joh. They merit an increase
the director receives $300 each month. said in stipends as well.’ Miramontes said.
Verda Alexander, program hoard director.
He said he will also suggest other measures to allocate the remaining unappropriated
She added that she had asked for the raise funds.
when she learned that A.S. directors and chairMiramontes’ plan includes the move to
men received a raise in their monthly stipends.
place $2.1X10 in the A.S. emergency hind and
A.S. executive hoard members receive an additional $.2.000 to he transferred into the
$450 in monthly stipends and A.S. hoard direc- A.S. revenue -sharing account. The revenue sharing account is hinds set aside in case there
tors receive $75 each month. Nliramontes said.
"I was told that nothing could he done is an "election wit. kir a certain dollar amount

that goes to a club or alb recognited student
organization. Miramomes said
He added the additional S2 .b00 allocated
for homecoming as [Rine, appfined by the
out sit the
A S hoard Sept I 7 will ills
unappropriated
It the 1.S. hoard apposes or Mira monies’ plan. one iii die unisersib ’s satellite
schools. Monterey Peninsula. w ill also he
go en additional funds Based on student enrollment and A S. lees paid, Monterey Penin10. he said
sula \\ it receive $

Ale ander said the hoard does not have
arts set figures as to how much money it has
lost or gained through its programs She added
that a monthly report will he presented to the
A.S hoard on Oct. IS
"The only uncpected loss was the two
concerts. I don’t know the exact figures on
losses or gams... she said.

Alexander added that the main goal of the
program hoard is to pros isle cultural entertainment for the students.
’We’re not here to make money at stuMiramontes added that he vs ill suggest dents’ expense." she said, adding that the
programs with no
that S5.175 he placed in the general hind and board oilers "I reetnes
$17.sOO he transterred into the special al Inca - admission charges. Such programs include
guest artists and speakers.
turns hind

City council
rips Prop 65

Exposed art

Manutacturing industry says
law won’t remedy toxic woes

April Swift Daily staff photographer
San Jose’s newest artistic addition is turning heads,
including that of Dr. Farid Elashmawi. It seems the

lady has been scorned because she hares all to her
downtown world. However, Elashmavvi, a San Jose

Delta Gamma sister accosted;
Suspect jailed on sex charges
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
A suspect was arrested on sexual
assault charges early Monday morning
after he entered the Delta Gamma sorority house, according to campus police.
A resident of the sorority house
on Ninth and Reed streets called the
San Jose Police Department after hearing scream from the basement at
about 3 a.m. Monday. said Lew
Schatz. University Police Department
chief.
UPD Officer Mike Oreschak and
Sgt. Lloyd Hohu were monitoring the
police scanner when they heard the
call come over the police radio. Schatz
said.
Within a few minutes of the initial call to the San Jose police. UPD
officers apprehended the suspect in the
backyard of a residence at 664 S.
Eighth St.
Danny Salazar Flores, 24, of 184
S. 13th St.. was arrested and hooked
into the Santa Clara County Jail on
charges of assault with intent to commit rape and indecent exposure.
Schatz said. Flores is a registered sex
offender, Schatz said.
Schatr said the UPD believes the
suspect is the same man that was
spotted in the women’s locker room in

the Spartan Complex at about 8 p.m.
Sunday night.
In that incident, a woman saw a
man in the locker room wearing only a
ski mask. Schatz said.
The woman left and called UPI)
Iron) one of the emergency blue -light
phones on campus. Schatz said.
By the time UPD officers arrived.

The man said, ’Don’t
scream or I’ll kill
you . . . ’When the
woman started
screaming, her
sorority sisters heard
her and called San Jose
police.
Lew

Schatz,
UPI) chief

the suspect was gone, but he left behind his ski mask. Schatz said.
Schatz said Flores matches the
description of the suspect who was
seen in the locker room, and the UPI)
will try to match hair follicles in the

6

mask to Flores’ With" the Delta Gamma incident. the
woman. who Schatz declined to identify. was doing her laundry in the basement when a titan entered and unclothed himself in front of her, the
chief Said.
According to Schatz, the man
said, "Don’t scream or I’ll kill you.’’
When the woman started screaming. her sorority sisters heard her and
called San Jose police. Schatz said.
The man then grabbed his clothes
and lied. Shortly afterward. the UPD
apprehended Flores hiding in the backyard of the residence on Eighth Street.
Schatz said.
Schatz said counselors talked
with the victim of the assault after the
incident because frequently in these
a
cases the victims experience
great deal of trauma.
Schatz said the suspect is currently on parole for past offenses. but
his parole officer would not specify
what those charges were.
Flores is being detained in the
county jail, and an arraignment date
has not been set.
Because Flores has an outstanding warrant out of Sacramento. a court
magistrate will try to increase the hail
amount, currently set at $25,500.
Schatz. said.
Schatz said the suspect may have
entered the sorority house through a
defective door.

physician, says he has only admiration for the brass
beauty, who sits outside the Market Post Tower.

By Dan Kier
Daily stall writer
Calilornia’s problem with tome pollution will not be
remedied hs Proposition 1,5 it sisters lollou the lead ol the
San Jose (’it s Council.
Yesterdas. by an S A sole, the council decided to oppose Proposition 65. the [(odes initiative.
prip1,111011. which goes before California voters
Nos 4. uould require that the public he warned about
chemicals knout’ to cause cancer and birth defects when
found at "iinsale levels’ in the work lace, in foudimig .n
other consumer products,
111111,110.e
The
would also gust nib duals the right to
sue tor iiilations, re gamic.. 01 whether
they are altected, and
nevi pewould
nalties hir certain s iolations ol the state
haiardous-waste
laws.
lii
According
Peter ( ;Iles, Proposition 65 will not (leal
elk:covet> with toxic
polluters and toxic
waste. Coles is president oh the Santa
Clara County ManPeter Giles
ufacturing Group, an
. . . group president
organuation of local
industries
We think there arc things that need to be done about
toxic pollution, and the proposition is not the way to deal
with it," Giles said.
Jacqueline Bogard . of the manufacturing group agreed.
See TOXICS. back page

Speakers focus on alcohol abuse
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
Alcohol recovery is a process. not an event.
That equates the message delivered to MSC students attending Alcohol Awareness Day activities in the
Student Union Amphitheatre.
Norma Amende, chemical dependency referral
coordinator at O’Connor Hospital, told the gathering oh
25 students there are no shortcuts to alcohol abuse recov cry.
Atnende was one of the speakers invited by the Associated Students Homecoming Committee to participate
in its first alcohol awareness program. The first stage is
to get the person silt alcohol,
Amende said,
leads
which
int() a recovery
stage that ingroup
cludes
and
therapy
stress manageproment
grains.
After re c.( very, patients still have contact with the hospital
through weekly meetings with counselors. Amende said.
The aim of the process is to "learn to identify problems
and restore from inside," she said.
Recovery centers like O’Connor Hospital usually
don’t see alcohol abuse victims until they have reached
the latter stages of abuse. Amende said, because alcohol
is still socially acceptable.
"We’ve grown up with the idea that all this is
OK," she said. "We’ve been told that alcohol makes us
happy, healthy and sexy.
A second speaker, Officer Gerry Renstmni of the
California Highway Patrol, told the gathering that the
most dangerous driver is the one that is just barely intoxicated.
"Other drivers can avoid motorists who are ohvi-

gtatm mooting
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California Highway Patrol Officer Gary. Renstrom
gives students some sober advice about driving.
ously drunk." he said, "But the .01 driver may seem in
control until an emergency situation occurs."
The motorist who has I -percent alcohol in his
bloodstream - legally a drunk driver under California
law - may not react to a pedestrian suddenly appearing
.
or the car making an unexpected stop, he said.
"Those kind 14 drivers kill more people every
year." he said, "and that is what we want to make the
public aware of.’’
Despite the small number ol students, both speakers
were pleased with how the event turned out.
’If we are able to reach just one person, it has been
worth it’ Renstrom said.
See AWARENESS, back page
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Editorials

Action needed to clarify privacy act
Both Pi Sigma Alpha and the Politicial Union
Aprecedent has to be set on campus concerning
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy used Political Science Department envelopes V, 01
Act of 1974 and Executive Order 148.
the department letter head and mailing labels to
The privacy act has been violated a number of send out their newsletters. When this was done they
times in past years on campus and has most recently violated Executive Order 148, an amendment to the
been disobeyed by the Political Union and the polit- conduct code for SJSU students. Subsection "c" of
ical science honor society, Pi Sigma Alpha. The ju- the order says that expulsion, suspension. and-or
dicial department of the Student Services Division probation of students can result from misrepresentrecently heard complaints filed against both groups ing oneself or an organization to be an agent of the
and decided not to bring charges against either be- university.
Members of both Pi Sigma Alpha and the Pocause there was no willful violation of the law.
litical Union denied they had any knowledge of
When, upon their request, the Political Sci- these rules governing club conduct .on campus. If
ence Department gave Pi Sigma Alpha official uni- any campus group should know about governing
versity mailing labels, neither group knew it was in rules, it should be the clubs under the Political Sciviolation of the law, both groups claiming they had ence Department. Students in the Political Science
Department are supposed to be learning about law
not been aware of the law.
The privacy act prevents the university sfrom and the formation of law out of public opinion.
There has to be a precedent set in this case, so
giving out personal information about current or
past students to any group whether or not they are future clubs will not break the laws that are supcampus -oriented. The law was passed to ensure the posed to protect our privacy, and so departments
safety of students and to prevent names from ap- vs ill not be handing out addresses to a few privpearing on a number of mailing lists.
ileged clubs on campus.

Lower food prices before investing
It’s admirable that Spartan Shops Inc. is willing
to take a chance and risk $1.5 million on a new
investment strategy, but SJSU students would
rather have lower foixi prices.
The purpose of an on-campus food service system should be to provide students with a convenient
and inexpensive alternative to outside restaurants.
Prices have risen for lunch and dinner entrees and
vending items to the point that it is worth the extra
walk to local fast-food places and sandwich shops
to save some money.
Spartan Shops is a non-profit auxiliary organization with no competition on campus. Any profit
generated by Spartan Shops is filtered back to the
university, which is good.
But keeping prices down,’or at least lower than
competing local restaurants, would ease the burden
on the hungry student’s wallet, which is better.
Instead, we now pay Spartan Shops 70 cents
for a slice of pie and a hefty 55 cents for a piece of

truit.
Obviously, for Spartan Shops. money does
grow on trees.
Increase in labor costs? Higher prices from
food suppliers? It doesn’t really matter what caused
the raise in prices because a company that can have
millions of dollars tied up in investments to reap
more money for SJSU should certainly be able to
offer its own student body a cheaper alternative.
Food is the necessity of life and unfortunately
we must trade money for it. If food prices on campus keep rising, people are going to have no alternative but to go elsewhere or revert to high school
days: a sandwich, apple and potato chips in a brown
hag.
Spartan Shops should consider using their millions to curb their food prices. Otherwise, you
might start to see quite a few Snoopy lunch boxes
coming out of the closet.

Letters to the Editor
Writer attacks Christians with hate
Editor,
Janell Hall Sept. 24 article "Keep preacher out of
White House" w as the most hateful and vicious attack
against a prospective political candidate I have ever read in
any newspaper. How do you people write and get away with
such trash’?
I personally think Pat Robertson would he a poor
choice for president. He has no experience or connections
and he can only represent a small portion of the population.
But he is not the fanatical nut Janell Hall plays him up to he.
Hall delivers crass insults against Robertson and accuses him of the most ridiculous things. She says Pat Robertson is a holy -roller who will try to convert Mikhail Gorbachev at the next Summit meeting. First, what is a holy’
roller’? It is an offensive definition of particular group of
Christians generally defined as charismatic. His "quip"
against Moammar Gadhall is too ignorant to even discuss.

The insulting illustration of a choir humming religious
songs in the background while Pat Robertson asks for
money at his first State of the Union address is a slanderous
attack against traditional Christian worship.
Finally. Hall’s statement. "There are too many religious fanatics in this country already, we don’t need another
in the White House" is very disturbing. Who are the religious fanatics being discussed here? Pat Rohertson, Ronald
Reagan, Jesse Jackson. Christians. Zionist Jews, Arab Fundamentalists?
It appears to me that Janell Hall hates Pat Robertson
not because of his lack of political experience, his moral
stand, or his political platform but because he is a Christian.
If Janell Hall does not like Pat Robertson, why can’t she
give some substantial reasons’? Janet] Hall’s article is ill-informed, chauvinistic and slanderous against Christians.
Denise Schnutenhaus
Junior
History

BOSS, WE’VE
GOT ANOTHER COMPLAINT
ABOUT 11-10SE TREES
BEING CUT DOWN.
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Letters to the Editor

Hamm Files

Reader opposes another’s argument
Fri ii
ivied an "alternative argument- U.
Tony Maraldo
Janell Hall’s article critical of Pat Robertson becoming president (Spartan Daily. Sept. 26. Letters).
Good grief! You call that an argument? You say God
said we have to live up to His standards so Robertson will
try to aid us by becoming president. Your God, not mine.
Don’t force your standards on to me. You can believe all
you want in your religion, but don’t force me to do anything
to conform to your beliefs. You have no greater right to personal freedom than I do. President Robertson would force
his views on to all of us. and this may he the end ol individual liberty in America.
Americans are closer to God than who’? As evidence
you cite the Declaration of Independence. The writer.
Thomas Jefferson. was against revealed religion and in
-favor of separation between church and state. Prayer in
school is ey ideuce ol closeness to God? It seems to me that
prayer in school is government dominating our personal
rights to freedom of belief. Whatever happened to free
choice*? Children shouldn’t he forced into tine religion he cause the government thinks it is right. Why. don’t you and
your religious friends try to he faithful without trying to
spread your views on to everyone?
Pat Robertson said he personally kept a hurricane from
striking Virginia a few years ago by praying. He heals people by prayer. Will President Robertson tell disaster v ienms
to pray for help’? Will he keep financial aid I rom social s
tints because it is God’s will that they :lie y icnins.’ Tune in
and find out.
Robert Kelley
Junior
Electrical Engineeringr

Ethnic stereotype continued in article
Editor,
Oscar Guerra’s article, "Hispanic leaders must inspire
continued education" is an uneducated, thoughtless, insulting and worn-out treatment of a very relevant topic.
Although some of Mr. Guerra’s points are of mune
merit, his basic premise that our problems are somehow.
family and culturally based is stereotypical in approach and
suffers from racism!
Talk about getting an education. Mr. Guerra could
benefit immensely from the study of recent U.S. history.
War and conquest, military intervention, the herding and
shipment of Hispanics beyond U.S. borders away from our
ancestoral homeland and countless cases of racially inspired
violence are well documented.
The treatment of history, both U.S. and world,
throughout our kindergarten through 12th grade system, is
blatantly racist in its "anglocentric" stew. Our children are
constantly taught that our history is un-American. if it’s
mentioned at all, that our language and customs . are
somehow foreign and by maintaining our cultural identity
we are un-American and therefore somehow interior.
I would pose these questions to Mr. Guerra or anyone
else who professes to be searching for a solution to the problems which Mr. Guerra touched upon:
I. By whose definition and by what authority is the determination of what an American is made’?
2. Given the history of American -Hispanic relations,
should we expect Chicanos to trust and thrive in our American institutions?
3. Given the psychological implications of bombardment by "anglocentric" curriculum, to what extent should
we expect a Chicano to develop healthy self-esteem’? Perhaps that of a delinquent’? a drop out’? a revolutionary’? or
maybe a coconut’?
Yes, education is important. but let’s differentiate between education and indoctrination. The moment we accept
this rationale, the self-fulfilling prophecy comes fruition.
The odds are great hut my spirit is strong. I will survive!
Rocky Barters
Counselor
Financial Aid

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters for publication .
Deliver them to the second floor of Dwight
Hemel Hall, Room 208, or to the Student Union information Center.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class standing.
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Andrew F.
Hamm

For the love of hockey
I , , growing up in the 70s hack on the
When
East Coast near Atlantic (’it). N.J.. sports
were a hig part of my tile. All sports --baseball, football, basketball, even tennis. But the biggest
one of all was street hockey.
Street hockey is the same as ice hockey except
the game is played on a converted basketball court.
with a hall instead of a puck. It can be played with miler skates. but usually players wear sneakers.
Each section ol tow n has its trait arena where the
neighborhood kids between the ages 01 13 to 17 would
play. everyday, in all hut the tierces’ weather.
Sundays were always special because guys in
their 20s and 30, would einne down to the court and
play the teen-agers. They made it seem like they were
providing a public serv ice by keeping us sharp, hut we
all knew they just used that as an excuse to play.
The best 15 or so (out of approximately 40 kids)
would "travel’ to other neighborhoods to play. Some
cities had formal leagues. hut lutist didn’t. Games
were simply arranged by someone calling someone on
another team. In the live years I played, our team averaged about l(10 games against 30 to 35 different
teams each year between Sept. 1 and May 31, the
’traditional hockey season’’ in New Jersey. And yet,
we never had to travel more than 15 miles to play a
game.
If you have lived your whole life on the West
Coast. it may he hard for you to fathom the popularity
of hockey on the eastern seaboard.
Names like Phil Esrxwito and Gordie Howe are as
enshrined on the east coast as Sandy Koufax or Willie
McCovey are on the west.
The western United States has never really
caught on to the sport. Los Angeles has a team. hut 0
it left tommorrow. I doubt anybody would miss it. The
Bay Area had the Seals or a while. hut it couldn’t average an attendance of much more than (i3O(X) to 7.000
a game. (Most National Hockey League teams need to
average at least 13010 a game to survive.) Denver,
which would seem like a natural place to have a sue
cessful hockey team, has had two teams fail in two
different leagues.
Yet the New York area has three (3!) hockey
teams that regularly sell-out.
It is next it) impossible to obtain a ticket to a
hockey game in either New York or Philadelphia. the
two closest cities to Atlantic City with teams. Season
tickets are bought years in advance and are passed on
from generation to generation.
Despite the fact I watched about 100 hockey
games a season on television, the first game I saw in
person was in Los Angeles when I was stationed down
south in the service
At the Cow Palace in San Francisco tomorrow
and Friday are two NHL exhibition hockey games.
The New York Rangers will be playing the Calgary
Flames and the St. Louis Blues on consecutive nights.
This is the third year teams have come into the
area to showcase their sport. The Seals have been
gone for 13 years now. NHL teams coming to the Bay
Area can he compared to National Football League
leamsi nptlhaiysi ncg i London.asem()si
mostly transplanted east coasters,
other cult followers of the sport and curiosity seekers
will buy up the tickets. Both games are predicted to
sell out.
For most people growing up on the West Coast,
the only hockey you may have seen V, as in the mid 70s black comedy. "Slapshot," starring Paul Newman, about a minor league team that draws fans by
fighting and dirty play.
It was hilarious
I saw it five times. I’m also
missing several hack teeth because of hockey.
Yet in its purest form, professional hockey with
its speed, grace, and coordination between five individuals is something that must he seen to be appreciated.
For all hockey fans in the greater Bay Area these
next two days will he heaven
Andrew F. Ilamm is the forum editor and an
ex -center for the North Pleasentvilk Flyers, (197311977).The I lamm Files appears every Wednesday’.
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coupled with Reagan’s oller Monday to issue new. hut limited, sanctions against South Africa by executive order.
It all was part of a campaign by
the administration to win the votes
needed to sustain the veto in the Senate and stave off an embarrassing
foreign policy defeat on Capitol
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, R -Kan.. convened the meeting with Shultz in his Capitol Hill
office in the aftermath of the overwhelming 313-83 House vote Monday to override the Reagan veto.
"The president should obviously make every aim to sustain
the veto." Dole told reporters. "The
president is not going to give up on
this easily.’’
"I asked my colleagues to hold
their lire and give the president an
opportunity to visit with them,"
Dole said. "I believe the veto ought
to he sustained."
Hui in responding to questions.

Dole said the battle remains an
uphill one. "He may lose." Dole
said of Reagan.
Dole said Shultt told the group
of nine to 10 Republican lawmakers
that it "wouldn’t be of any help to
the president when he sits down with
Mr. Gorbachev to have been clobbered by the Congress on a foreign
policy issue.’’
Sen. Charles Grassley.. Rims a.
one of the participants in the meeting, said Shultz made "a very strong
pitch that the president’s veto ought
to he sustained" and clearly linked
the override vote with the Reagan Gorbachev meeting.
But the senator said he didn’t
think the argument has much weight
because the United States has relations with 172 nations, and "our
policy toward South Africa should
not be a driving force" in talks with
the Soviet Union.
’I don’t think he found too
sympathetic an ear from the nine to
10 of us who were present,’’ Grass -

ley said.
When asked if Shultz had
changed any votes. Grassley replied.
"No!"
Reagan said he would impose
by executive order a ban on new
U.S. investments to all South African companies except those owned
by blacks, ban the import of South
African iron and steel, ban U.S.
bank accounts or the South African
government or its agencies, review
ways to reduce U.S. dependence on
strategic minerals from South Africa
and provide $25 million in U.S. aid
to disadvantaged South Africans.
In contrast, the legislation
passed by Congress would ban all
new investment and all new hank
loans, end landing rights in the
United Slates for South African aircraft, and ban the import not only of
South African iron and steel hut also
coal. textiles, uranium, arms, food
and agricultural products. It also
would bar the expon of petroleum
prixfucts hr South Africa.

Second Reagan-Gorbachev meeting set
PresiWASHINGION (AP)
dent Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail
S. Gorbachev - following up on a
thaw created by Moscow’s release on
agan arrested American journalist
reed yesterday to meet in Iceland in 10
days to resume the search Mr an arms
control accord.
The surprise SU11111111 was arranged as pan ol a deal that brought
the release Monday of Moscow correspondent Nicholas S. Daniloff and the
expulsion yesterday of accused Soy let
spy Gennadiy Zakharov. Another element Ve is a Soviet pledge to free Yuri
Orlov a prominent So% let dissident
es ’led 10 Siberia. as well as Orlov ’s
c% Is, next week.
/liming at the reasoning that contradicted an inflexible public positions
taken in recent weeks. Reagan told reporters. "The chances are better than
they ’se been for many years or reach -
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ing some agreement cm antis reduction."
U.S. of
refused to call the
Oct. 11-12 session between Reagan
and Gorbachev a summit. and Shultz
said the administration did not expect
the talks to produce the signing of a
new arms accord.
Shultz said he still hopes a second
summit can take place later this year in
the United States. as agreed in the first
Reagan -Gorbachev summit last year in

Geneva
Flie one-on-one talks in
Reykjavik. the secretary said. "will
give a special push" to the various
lower-level talks in progress
Shultz said the hurry -up meeting
- scheduled in less than two weeks in
the capital of the tiny NATO island nation - was proposed by Gorbachev in
a letter delivered to Reagan on Sept.
19. The letter also contained the Soviet
Union’s latest bargaining position on
nuclear weapons reductions.

Hostages forgotten, family says
BATAVIA. N.Y. (API The
Reagan administration should he as
aggressive in seeking the release of
the Americans held in 1.ehanon as it
was in pressing the case ol Nicholas Daniloff with Moscow, the sister of one ot the hostages Said.
"Of course I’m pleased Mr.
Daniloff is coining home. both for
him and his family." said Peggy
Say. whose brother, Terry A. Anderson, was abducted in Beirut 18
months ago.
"1 think that although Mani Mfrs) capture was certainly unfortunate, he was fortunate that he was
detained by a country which provided an opportunity Mr the Reagan administration to further their
political interests in making an
issue of his case.
"I’m absolutely convinced
that had the same kind of effort
been made in this case as in the
Danilolf case and every other hos-

tage case, these men would have
been home long ago." Say said
from her Batavia home Monday
night. "I think we all have to ask
now why that same kind 01 Mort
hasn’t taken place for Terry Anderson and the other hostages in Lebanon."
Anderson. 38. chiet Middle
East correspondent for The Associated Press, was kidnapped on
March 16. 1985. The Islamic Jihad
organization claimed responsibility
for the kidnapping.
The other Americans held in
Lebanon are Joseph James Cicippio, acting controller at the American University in Beirut: Frank
Herbert Reed. director of the Lebanese International School: David
Jacobsen, director of the American
University Hospital: Thomas Sutherland. acting dean of agriculture
at the university: and William
Buckles . a U.S. Embass% ,iiiicer.

The Re -Entry Program will sponsor a "Where to find help on Campus" brown hag lunch at noon today in
the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Call Kit Carter at 227-2005 for infornial ion.

Sign-ups
workshop will
A.S. Leisure
Brian Burke at
tion.

Mr a color analysis
he taken today in the
Services Office, Call
277-2858 for informa-

SJSU College Republicans will
hold a meeting at 12:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
Call Susan Chagrin at 281-3717 for in format ion.

Sign-ups for the Walk for Fitness
will he taken today in the Leisure
Services Office. Call Brian Burke at
277-2858 for information.

Peter Young will speak on "Spin
Glasses: A comparison between theory
and experiment" at 4 p.m. tomorrow
in the Science Building, Room 258.
Call the Physics Depanment at 2772422 for information.

The Division of Technology Student Association will hold a barbecue
at 11:30 a.m. tomorrow at the barbecue pits next to the old Women’s
Gym. Call Don Hoppe Jr. at 415-9401980 for information.
The Campus Christian Center
will hold a Bible study at 11:30 a.m.
today in the Student Union Montalvo
Room, Call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204
for information.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will hold a group discussion. "Dating
Games" at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Kathleen at 279-3924 or Steve 2934630 for information.
The Pre -Law Association will
present speaker Marilyn Morgan from
the Santa Clara Coutrity Bar Association at 5 p.m today in the Student
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’Die it( i sides had been carrying
on arms control discussions at various
levels while trying separately to settle
the case of Daniloff, whose arrest on
what Reagan insisted were "trumped
up" spy charges cast a pall over U.S.Sov iet relations and dimmed prospects
Fur a summit this year.
Reagan insisted he would never
. who he
trade Daniloff lor /AA
said was caught red-handed try ins to
buy U.S. defense secrets for his government. But Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze. in several hours ol closed -door
meetings in Washington and New.
York worked out the package deal
that gave both sides what they wanted
with enough lace -saving promost
% isions to enable both to claim v ictory.
Reagan. burr instance, insisted
yesterday that "there was no connection" between Daniloff’s release and
Zak harm, ’s expulsion.
Asked why’ that shouldn’t he seen
as the trade Reagan said he would
never make. Shultz suggested it had
something to do with the timing.
"Well. I think what we saw here
was Daniloff released yesterday, and
what I announced today was that Zak hams is being released Rom the
United States and Mr. Orlin and his
wife are being released from the Soviet
Union." he said. He noted the package also included an eventual reduction in the number of Soviet U. N. employees.
The United States had contended
the 25 Soviets at the United Nations
were all intelligence agents.

Spartaguide
Associated
Students
Leisure
Services presents intramural 3 -aside
basketball and inner-tube water polo.
Sign up between it a.m. to 5 p.m.
through Oct. 13 in the Leisure Services Office.

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
COCKTAIL PARTY
Well Drinks
Tap Beer
Wine

All 75c

750 The Pruneyard
Campbell 371-3801
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Quake report’s valid,
N.Y. scientists say

Senate override of presidential
veto to affect Soviet negotiations
WASHINGTON (API
Secretary of Stale George P. Shultz told
Republican senators yesterday that a
vote to override President Reagan’s
veto of South African sanctions
would undercut the president’s ability to negotiate with Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev.
The White House, fighting to
save the administration’s policy of
moving slowly on attempts to punish
the white -minority government for
Its policy of apartheid, also announced that Reagan is naming diplomat Edward J. Perkins. 58, to he
the first black American ambassador
to Pretoria.
Perkins has been serving as
U.S. ambassador to Liberia. He
would succeed Ambassador Herman
W. Nickel in Pretoria if confirmed
by the Senate.
Shultz’s appeal for votes to sustain Reagan’s veto of tough legistail% e sanctions against P.W. Botha’s government, and the Perkins
appointment. seemed to have been

ME-n770

Union Almaden Room. Call Jennifer
Simeral at 734-1814 for information.

BULLA1.0. N.Y. (AP)
facing
accusations of plagiarism on a federal
grant application. Stale University ()I
New York at Ratak) officials denied
any impropriety yesterday and predicted that their winning of the $25
million grant will stand.
California scientists who lost an
intense
petition Ill a coalition of
Eastern colleges for the stan-up grant
for a national earthquake research center have accused Bullalo scientists of
copying their work to win the nioney
The C’alifornia team wants the
competition reopened. and the National Science Foundation, which
awarded the grant Aug IS. said it
would investigate the allegations
But a top State University ot New
York at Buffalo ollicial said he
"would he extraordinarily surprised"
the loundation takes the grant away.
A consortium of t’alifornia universities sought tin locate the Earthquake Engineering Research (’enter at
the University of Califoniia at Berkeley, hut lost out to a group of top eastern schools that plans to put the $50
million center at the University of Buffalo.
t Ise of the 1984 imaterial was the
result of an oversight by a live -member team writing in four locations and
assembled quickly to file its 53 -page
grant application. ill whtch one page
was in pan a copy in earlier work.
Buffalo Provost William R. Greiner
said yesterday
’’It was very gemier,il. itescriptinie
material pretty much already part ol
the public domain among earthquake

people,’ he said.
The material should have been
footnoted and an investigation has
begun into why it was not. Greiner
said
Paul C. Jennings. a seismic researcher and chairman of the California Institute of Technology’s division
of engineering, made the copying
charge in a Sept. 19 letter to the National Science Foundation
In the letter. released Monday by
the office oF U.S Sen. Pete Wilson,
R -Calif.. Jennings wrote that he discovered the alleged copying when he
read a copy of the New York proposal.
You can imagine niv surprise
when I discovered my own words!"
wrote Jennings. who listed about 50
lines or pans ol lines that had been
taken from material he had co-authored in a 1984 document
He said he also discovered another section allegedly taken from
material written by Wilfred lwan.
Callech prolessor and one of the principal scientists involved in the CalitOrma Mon to w In the center
Wilson and U.S. Sen Alan
Cranston. D-Calif.. have called for an
investigation ill the decision and have
threatened to introduce legislation
blocking linancing of the center.
Erich Bloch, director of the National Science Foundation, said in a
letter also released Monday by Wilson’s office that the agency regarded
the issues as serious and would investigate. The foundation could terminate
or suspend the award if serious fault
via, lound. Bloch said.

Serial killer pursues
Skid Row residents
A serial
IA iS ANGLI.Ls IAPI
killer w hi( executes transients pointblank c% ith a pistol may he stalking
Skid Row . where four indigents have
died in three weeks and where three
other such killers Incite operated in the
past tunic years.
People who sleep in cardboard
boxes say they have known all along
the hazards ol lile on the downtown area streets
’ICs lust part ol lit ins down
here... said transient Ray Williams.
54. outside the Union Rescue Mission,
which reeds the homeless. "I’ve been
through all unfit
"The police asked us to help
them spread the word that people
should he indoors at night. We’re
working hard at getting the word out."
mission director George Cay wood said
yesterday . "We’re advising them to
come on indoors, and if they don’t
come indoors to stay with a group:
don’t he olf by themselves "
The bandy of the latest %tenni.
Christopher (’inn-ales Boyle. 22. was
Found about 2 a.m. Monday along
North Hill Street, said police Crndr.
William Booth.
In all four cases, the v ictims were
shot in the hack of the head at close
range with a small -caliber weapon. ap-

hilt: sleeping
’A link has not been definitely
established, but the deaths are similar
because ot the nature ml the victims
and the method of death,’’ Booth said.
itatentl\ tit

Investigation (11 the four killings
has heen transferred from the Central
Area detective bureau, which usually
has jurisdiction in routine homicides,
to the Robbery -Fionvicivie Division at
police headquarters. Booth said.
Major crimes are usually transferred to
the downtown division.
The first victim. Rogelio Sirven.
. was killed as he slept in a brushy
area in the too block of North Hill
Place. His body was found Sept. 13.
The body of an unidentifed man
was found four days later in the 400
block or North Spring Street. On Sept.
23. the body of David Townes. 36,
was found in the 200 block of West
18th Street
In 1977, Vaughn Orrin Greenwood was sentenced to nine life prison
terns for the eight so-called Skid Row
Slasher murders. A year later. Bobby
Joe Maxwell was arrested and eventually cons icted of two of 10 ritualistic
Skid Rsc Stabher murders. He said he
Moil to put them out of their
111ISCES

MEChA will hold a general meeting at 6 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Carmen or
Martha at 298-2531 for information.

Wednesday
October 10, 1986

The SJSU Karate Club will workout at 7 p.m. totnortow in Spartan
Complex. Room 75. Call Debby at
275-9817 for infomiation.

7 and 10 p.m.

$2.00

The Associated Students Program
Board will show the movie "FIX’’ at 7
and I() p.m. today in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Call Andy Slean at 2772708 for more intOrmation.

Morris Dailey Auditorium

The SJSU Symphony Orchestra
will hold auditions for all instruments
by appointment only tomorrow in the
Music Building.’ Call Robert Sayre at
277-2917 for information.

funded by Associated Students

BEER BASH WEDNESDAYS
Featuring, this Wed. ONLY:

PAcipic BARTLES & JAMES
PREMIUM WINE
COOLERS
75c
75c
WIN . . .

A Snap Shot of You with
the Frank & Ed stand-ins!

PLUS . . . T -Shirts, Prizes & Surprises!

cafe BOJO cantina

Ise

to-t-1
uGvcc
osAFI

499 E. HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL AT HIGHWAY 17: 374-4290

aponvao
San Diego State comeback shocks Spartans, 3-2
Wednesday, October I. 191t6/Spartan Daily
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SJSU blows four match points
in battle of top-ranked teams
By Thomas Gary Morton
and Karin Small
Daffy staff writers
The Spartan volleyball team, on
the verge of defeating host San Diego
Stale in three games, blew tour match
points en route to a heartbreaking loss
to the Aztecs. 7-15, 8-15, 16-14, 1511 and 15-4.
Coming into the game. the Aztecs
(21-01 were ranked No. I in the
NCAA poll, while SJSU (10-1) was
No. 1 in the coaches’ poll. But after
taking the fuNt two games of the match
and a 14-10 lead in the third. the Spartans folded.
"It’s very disappointing not to
prevail," SJSU coach Dick Montgomery said. "I just couldn’t believe it.
"To lose (the third game) was inconceivable to me Losing that game
shook me up and it shook the players
up.’
"We had our chances to win. At
14-11 in the third game they (the Aztecs) had their tails between their legs
and were ready to walk out the door,"
he said.
Instead, the Spartans fell completely apart, losing all concentration
as well as the third game.
"In the third game, we started to
play a little less intense," Montgomery said. "We had some breaks in concentration in the first two games, hut
they happened more often in the third
game."
The Spartans had gone down
south prepared for a tough battle, hut
they initially scored at will against the
Aztec’s vaunted lineup.
We went down there to play the
other supposed No. I team, and both
John (’orhelli. SJSU assistant coach)
and I tell that when we started to play,
we intimidated them," Montgomery
said. "We pretty much took over
every aspect of the game, and we took
charge in the first two games."
The Spanans. who went into the
contest undefeated in 10 matches.
looked very strong at the start, aided
by the kills of Lisa Ice. Chrism Cook
and Kari Roberson and strong serving
by Shawna DiBiaso.
Game two was an almost identical, as SJSU built up a quick 5-0 lead
and never looked hack. As well as his
team was playing, however. Mont-

goinery began to feel a bit uneasy as
the third game progressed.
’(In the third game) there was
something that just wasn’t right.
We’re up 241, we have control of the
match. but I turned to John and said.
’For some reason. I kel really apprehensive.’ ’’ Montgomery said. ’’There
was a feeling. a !mod, that made me
apprehensive. I can’t put my finger on
it. I just didn’t feel good about something."
The third game was tighter than
the I irst two, but the Spartans still appeared to have the match well in hand.

’We tend to ease up.
It’s hard for us to
maintain our
concentration for long
periods of time.’
Dick Montgomery,
5,151 volleyball coach
Cook and Ice were finding seams
in the Aztec defense. and Roberson
and Gina Watson were coming off the
bench to add spark to SJSU’s game
But Montgomery noticed a dii lerence in the later stages of the third
game, an indication that maybe some
thing was wrong.
"Things began to change midway
in the third game. They (the Aztecs)
started serving different tempo balls;
Kenneth K Lam Daily staff photographer
Montgomery said. "They’d have a
couple people hit the hall hard with a
victory Monday
come-from-behind
State’s
Diego
in
their
attempt
to
squelch
San
a
dive
iii
lot
overspilt, and then they’d hit it SJtil1’s (’hrista Cook and the rest of the Spartans took
soft
made it to the top of the national rank- the top ranking it ihey work on per"We just didn’t seem to adjust.
" 9Ve tend to ease up.- Mont- we usually have.- Montgomery said.
San Diego got more confidence, and gomery said. "It’s hard tor its to main- "We’re using people that we might ings.
forming at a Lonststent lei el.
However, he said the Spartans’
the crowd was real vocal
tain our concentration (or long periods have used more efficiently in other
"We hart’ the potential to he the
SDS took us first lead of the of time. We have to do that. Maybe places."
lack of consistency w as more of .1 fac- No. 1 team m the country .- he said.
match at 10-9, hut two Roberson kills, that was the feeling I had in the third
The fifth game was all Aztecs, as tor in the loss than pressure
"hut in order tor us to he No 1. we
a DiBiaso serving ace and a crafty slink game.
don’t think it was the pressure have to have iii ire consists. ncy , espethey walloped the Spartans, 15-4.
he ..11,1, cially in terms of our practices
by Ice helped the Spartans pull ahead,
Montgomery said that once SDS of being No. I that gm 10
"San Diego got the momentum
seemingly by good. But for some rea- and took control ol the match. We disturbed the Spartans’ tempo, the AzMontgomer said he was disap’Practices base to he imire game son, the Spartans suddenly lost their were still in the mitch in the lourth tecs overpowered SJSU.
pointed, hut the game revealed some like. We have a practice tempo and
a
concentration.
"San Diego State is a big, physi- things the team needs to work on.
game. I honestly didn’t think we’d
tempo We have to up our pracgame
Montgomery acknowledged his lose the match...
cal team," he said. "They’re big and
tice
tempo
more.’’
’It’s better to have it (the loss I
team’s lapse, something which has
SJSU fought hard in the fourth strong and they hit the heck out of the
Montgomery said the coaches can
been happening fairly often. In the game. and came close to winning, hut hall. We’re not hig, so we have to rely happen now than later We saw some
things we need to fix, ansl well do our only do so much.
third game of Saturday’s match against lust couldn’t pull it inn
on a total team ellort ’
’The conumument has to come
lightly regarded Fullerton State. the
Montgomery said there has been hest to I ix them.- Montgomery said.
’With Maria I lealy out (il the
Ile said the Spartans can regain from the players.’’ he said.
Spartans had to fight for a 16-14 win.
lineup. we don’t have the flexibility a lot of pressure on his team since it

KSJS loses signal at crucial point in volleyball match
By Len Gutman
Daily staff writer
The Spartans are leading 14-10. It’s
match point Lisa Ice goes up to serve
and .
ARGOGHHH!!! What the .
Who pulled the plug?
What happened to my radio?
If those were your worts Monday night,
you. too, must have been listening to the
SJSU volleyball game against San Diego
State.
As it turned out that evening on a KSJS
hroadcast from San Diego, the radio signal
was lost at the most pivotal point in the
match.
The Spartans, ranked No. 1 in the
coaches’ poll, and the Aztecs, top-ranked in
the NCAA poll. were playing before a packed

house at SDS’s Peterson Gym.
The Spanans had jumped out to a 2-0
lead in games and were threatening to put the
match away at 14-10 in the third game.
That’s when the signal was lost.
After the radio broadcast returned. SJSU
was down, 6- I, in the fifth game, has irig lost
the third and lOurth games.
The team eventually lost the match
It was the Spartans’ ow it sermon 01 the
famed "Heidi" game. in which the New
York Jets were playing the Oakland Raiders.
With the Jets leading late in the contest
and everyone thinking the game was history.
the broadcast in New York was sv. itched to
the movie. "Heidi.’’
The Raiders came hack and miraculously
won the game, much to the surprise of the
New York fans.

’(Announcer John
Atkinson) didn’t know
about it. He just kept on
talking.’
Chris Bucholtz,
IOUS director of public affairs

When KSJS finally returned to the airwaves. many Spartan fans must have thought
they were listening to an entirely different
contest. SDS had taken the third game. 1614, and the Spartans were all but out of the
match

Just what went wrong at KSJS Monday
night?
"Somebody disconnected the phone line
in San Diego, we think." said C’hris Bucholtz. KSJS director of public affairs.
KSJS has a box that transfers the announcer’s voice to a phone line. w hich is then
broadcast over the air.
Bucholtz said KSJS believes somebody
simply hung up the phone.
KSJS announcer John Atkinson was in
San Diego broadcasting the game and he
supposedly had no idea the phone v., is disconnected.
"John didn’t know about it. Ile lust kept
on talking," Bucholtz said
When the broadcast returned. Atkinson
apoligized to the listeners and explained
what happened while the signal was lost.

PC AA announces
players of week
SANTA ANA t AP)
Quarterback Hue Jackson of the University
of Pacific and Fresno State rover Cliff
Hannemann have been selected as the
Paci tic Coast Athletic Association
football players of the week, the
PCAA announced Monday.
Jackson. a 6-foot -0, 195 -pound
senior from Los Angeles, was honored
as the offensive player of the week
while Hannemann. a 6-3. 235 -pound
senior from Clovis. Calit., was named
the delensise player of the week.
Jackson completed 14 of his 24
passes or 180 yards and one touchdown and rushed or 52 yards on 20
carries and two IDs as the Tigers
upset Minnesota 24-20 last Saturday .
Hannemann was involved in 14
tackles. Ill of them unassisted. in
Fresno State’s 34-10 v iciory over
Louisiana Tech.

Ex-SJSU football star played in NFL with heart problems
Atlanta
TAMPA, Fla. (API
Falcons officials and players say they
were unaware that former SJSU standout lineman Wilson Faumuina. who
died Friday, may have had heart problems during his pro career.
The 32 -year-old Faumuina died
in San Francisco. Family members
have said he was crippled and unable
to work because of injuries incurred
with the Falcons, who selected him as
a first -round draft pick in 1977 and cut
him in 1982.
"Ile had a heart problem, and
they still let him play." Faumuina’s
brother, Jim, said.
Brother-in-law Jim Carlos-Valentino added that a doctor recently told
the lannly that rnothall injuries had

complicated the heart problem.
But Atlanta Falcons President
Rankin Smith Jr. on Sunday denied
that the organization had hidden news
of a potential health hazard from Faumuina, and said he doubts team offi
cials had even been aware Faumuina
had heart problems.
"No one wants the liability of a
guy who has a heart problem on the
team," Smith said. "I’m sure he
would have been told he shouldn’t be
playing football."

The spring before he was cut, he
reported to minicamp weighing more
than 300 pounds.
In 1975, when the Spartan). fin-

silted 1 2, Faumuina and ex -Dolphin
Kim Bokamper gave SJSU one of the
strongest pass rushes on the West
Coast.
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Team physician Charles Harrison
did not comment on the accusations.
Faumuina’s career was shortened
significantly by a weight problem that
increased stress on an injured knee.
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Spartans looking
for second win
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The SJSU field hockey team
hopes to even its conference record
at 2-2 when it hosts Stanford at 3
p.m. today at the South Campus
field.
The Cardinal 10-0-1 in the NorPact is the defending conference
champ, and nine of its 11 starting
players are back this season.

it’s a very important
game for us because
we need to win
another conference
game.’
Carolyn Lewis,
spar field hockey coach

Kenneth K Lam Daily staff photographer
SPit .’s Mace Savelkoul, shown here during a recent loss to the Cal Bears, will try to help the Spartans gain their second victory of the season

"They have some outstanding
players." Coach Caroyln Levy’s
said. "I think their hest player of all
is their goalkeeper. Karen Jones.
She’s a very fine goalie.
"We’re going to have to put a
lot of pressure on the goalie to score.
She doesn’t make many mistakes.
You have to earn every goal off
her."
Stanford’s offense is led by
sophomore forwards Kathy Thomas
and Laura Gartland and senior mid’elder( forward Andi Wolpert.
All three have scored a goal this
season. and Wolpen is a definite
threat on the corner kicks
The Spartan ollense is led by

freshman forward Sheryl Sorg and
junior midfielder Mace Savelkoul.
Sorg has scored all tour of the
team’s goals.
Savelkoul was an All-American
in 1983 as a fresman and is a scoring
threat.
SJSU (1-2 in the NorPac) is
coming off a 4-0 loss to California in
Berkeley:
Stanford went 1-3 on their Eastern trip. Many of the Eastern teams
are high up in the national rankings.
"I think that they’ll he tired,
and this is a good time to hit them,"
Lew is said ’’They had a busy week,
and school starts Wednesday (today)
I’m them so they have a lot of outside
things.
’It’s a very important game for
us because we need to win another
conference game.
Stanford coach Sheryl Johnson
said the game is vital to her team’s
conference title aspirations.
"It’s our next conterence
game, so it’s important that we win
by a good margin." Johnson said.
"It’s been a pretty big rivalry game.
For many years they ISJSUI were
the conference champs, and last year
we were. It’s usually a very good
garne.*

NorPac
Field Hockey

No. 5 women’s golf team faces test in New Mexico tournament
a

in

rty
ft
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By Karin Small
Daily staff writer
The SJSC women . poll team. ranked
No. 5 in a preseason poll ;Ind led by senior
Lisa Ipkendan/. vs ill COIIIIMe in the eighth annual Dick McGuire Inv itational .11 Albuquerque. N.M.. beginning this morning.
Accompanying Ipkendan, to this tournament are senior Nancy Brown. tumors Dana
Lolland and Julie Ralls and sophomore Anne
Jones
Ipkendant is coining oft an impress’s,
final, round69 in their nutst recent tournament

oi Oklahoma City on Sept. 211-21.
"Every team ot national promilleihe e
ecru Miami will be there," said Mark Gale.
women’s golf coach. ’’There will he 21 learns
competing, and all ol them are tough. We expect New Mexico. Oklahoma Stale and Florida tithe the toughest competition.
The course at New Mexico is a tough
one, but one that has made ex -Spartan golf
star Patty Sheehan look very good.
’Sheehan won the NCAA Championship
there, and it was also the course that she qualified for the !PGA on,’’ Gale said.

It’s got very long laawass )ind huge. eley died greens, he said. "We’se been work
mg on our putting and inn short game, hut
were going to 11/Re otir ,,,ork cut MI 1,Yr Its.
because the course is a national championship
course.
"The NCA As are going to he held there
this year, so that gives sou an truth:anon right
there of w hat kind ol a ,olirse il is
Gale said the team is progressing WN
well (or so early m the season
"We finished much better in our tirst
tournament (Oklahoma) than last year at this

time." he said. "Our goal is to make the top
four at least
"Ol s ()use. we are ultimately shooting
to win the NC NAs. and we certainly have the
talent to vlo it
The Sparians strength lies in the fact that
long -hitting team and one that is
they :ire
also menially tough.
the Outs’ y)e get on the van Ito
Ness Niemen) to the time we win the tourna111e111. vs e’re :ill business. Gale said. ’Our
teanCs handl( ails range lrom plus one to isso_

and that’s very good. We definitely have the
potential to go out there and vs in it, and that’s
w hat we’re setting out to do "
The U111 ersit ot Florida is ranked No
I. tilllowed by Miami in Florida. Ari/ona
State and CSC.
The Spartans are right behind in fifth
place

"Froill

Gale said it is still us) early in the season
to put much stock in the rankings because not
enough tournaments have been played yet.

Retton decides to retire
to concentrate on school
NEW YORK (AP)
Mary
lain Kelton. vs ho vaulted to lame
and [(mune in the 1984 Olympic
Gaines. said recently that school will
supplant gy mastics in her lite now.
In announcing her retirement
from gy mastics. the 18 -year -old
Robin said she is close to signing a
contract vs it h NBC tele s ision to he a
commematot on the sport
’My decision to retire was
based on its leeling that I have
ds
p mast that
achieved the
I set out tor my sell ses eral years
ago.** Renon said at a IliNks conference. "My goals now are toward
college.
"But I’ll :flys ay s he a part of
gy
whether as a commentator or coaching.
"I’ve spent my whole life in
11 years of hard work.
the gym
Now 1 have the rest ol my lite to do
what I want ."
Her agent. John Traetia, said
her signing with NBC is "rust a matter ()I time. We’re concerned because she’s so young. But we’re
close.
’They (NBC) would like Mary
1.ou to participate (as a commentator) in all the gymnastics events they
do up to and through the ’88 Olympies’’ in Seoul, South Korea.
In the Los Angeles Games.
Retton won the gold medal liii inch
competitioit.
y idual
all-around
hronie medals in the floor exercise
and uneven parallel bars, and silvers

in the s auk and team competition
She vs ,is named the AP’s Female
Athlete of the Year and Sports Illustrated’s Sportsman of the Year along
with hurdler Edwin Moses in 1984.
She has competed only once
since the 1984 Games, in the America Cup in Indianapolis in March
1955 where she won her third
straight title. She did not compete
with the United States squad at the
World Championships in November
1985 in Montreal.
"Gymnastics is such a discipline
that I haven’t been in a 1Ormal class situation since the 10th
grade." Retton said. "I had to take
correspondence classes to grad
uate.’*
As a freshman at the University
of Texas. Return is majoring in communications.
"I took the summer off from
gymnastics:’she said. "I was physically drained and mentally drained
There have been many days where
the stress of the gymnastic world
and the business world have been
sill locating.**
Traetta said Retton "has earned
more than any other Olympian,"
v. Mt the possible exception of basketball star Michael Jordan. al.
though she retains her amateur sta
Ills Ile refused to say how much she
has earned, hut other sources said
she made more than $1 million 111
1985 on long-term contracts.

Oklahoma coach Switzer
says Testaverde nation’s best
Miami Coa,hi
MIANII oNl’t
Jimmy Johnson feels the Hurricanes’
Vinny Testaverde is the best college
football player in the country, and Oklahoma’s Barry Switzer is inclined to
agree after watching the senior quarterback ravage the Sooners delenselOr
the second year in a row.
"I’ve been saying it kir two
years," Johnson said after the second ranked Hurricanes knocked off the No.
1 Sooners in their nationally televised
showdown in the Orange Bowl.
"lie is a complete player in that
he can control a game with his mind,"
the Miami coach added "Ile sets the
formations, can call plays and he’s the
man who sets all II players in motion.
Alter all the mental things, he’s a
physical player, too."
Testaverde completed 21 of 28
passes for 261 yards and four touchdowns to lead the Hurricanes’ 316-

yard ()I lens’ se production against the
nation’s second -ranked defense.
Ile threw for 270 yards and two
touchdowns in a 27-14 victory over
Oklahoma in Norman a year ago, a
performance that established him as a
legitimate contender for the Hcisman
Trophy.
Testaverde, who finished fifth in
the Heisman balloting in 1985, didn’t
do anything Saturday to hurt his
chances this fall.
"I don’t think there’s anybody
else in the race." the Oklahoma coach
said. "Who else could get the Heisman . . . Testaverde is the hest quarterback we’ve played against in my 21
years at Oklahoma. He’s just too
good.
Told of Switzer’s comment. Testaverde said it was a fine compliment,
hut once again tried to downplay the
importance of winning the Heisman.
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SJSU student advocates
non-profit record store

Take the high road

Alan Dep Daily staff photographer
Students ascend and descend the middle
stairway at the Business Classrooms as

thus head toward their classes. ’This
stairwav, along with its two alT11111pally-

ing pathways. is trounced on daily by
11111:1111 tired soles.

Liability costs delay sorority fund-raiser
By Janell hell
Daily stall waits
Problems with liability insurance have
forced Delia Gamma to postpone their annual
philanthropy project. Anchor Splash, until next
spring.
The project. which bench its Sight Conservation and Aid to the Blind. was originally
scheduled to take place some time this month at
Independence High School in San Jose.
Anchor Splash has been held for the past
20 years. said Lisa Lohman. Delta Gamma
public chairwoman.
"Now it costs too much money." she
said. "The liability insurance tor the pool this
year tat Independence) was almost three times
as much as expected.

She said she was unable to continent on
the liability costs, but that they increased "several thousands of dollars."
The event is tentatively scheduled at De
An/a College in Cupertino. Lohman said. The
liability costs are less at De Anza than at Independence.
Anchor Splash is a type of "water olym.
pies" consisting ol a variety ill swimming
events, where fraternities compete against one
another. Since the sorority is based on a nautical theme, it seemed appropriate to hold its
philanthropy project in the water, Lohman
said.
Approximately 500 fraternity and sorority
members participate in the es ent
Members of Delta Gamma coach and sup-

port the teams in the swimming competition, as
well as help them create aquatic dance routines
"Since we’re not having it until April.
we’re hoping to get some of the sororities involved as %s ell. she said
Delia Ciamina sells adsertisements. Tshirts and sweat shirts to raise money tor the
charity . The ads are sold prior to the es ent to
local merchants and printed in an ad hook, featuring pictures of the participating fraternities.
Delta Gamma hopes to raise about 52.500
with the philanthropy this year.
Lohman said Anchor Splash might work
better in the spring because of the warmer
weather.

Common virus linked to skin cancer
NEW f AtI.F.ANS APi
A
common virus may he responsible for
the emergence of a once -rare form ot
skin cancer called Kaposi’s sarcoma
that frequently afflicts homosexual
victims of AIDS. according to a study
released yesterday
The germ, known as cytomegalovirus, or CMV, is common among all
adults, hut especially so among male
homosexuals, who may he repeatedly
infected with the virus.
Dr. W. Lawrence Drew of Mount
Zion Hospital in San Francisco presented evidence that he said supports
his contention that CMV joins forces
with the AIDS virus to cause Kaposi’s
sarcoma.
The discovery of a rash of Kaposi’s sarcoma cases among young homosexual men five years ago was one
of the first clues that the AIDS epidemic was beginning.
Until then, the rare cancer had
been largely confined to elderly men in
Africa.
In 1981. the cancer was the initial
indication of AIDS in 46 percent of
homosexual patients but in only 4 percent of intravenous drug abusers, the
other major group at high risk of the
disease when they share infected needles.
There was also a significant difference in their rate of CMV infection.

Ninety -lour percent ol homosexlie has siudied I Nft homosexual
uals have been exposed to the virus. men whit Nov initially free of CMV
compared with 64 percent of intrave- In 1981. 70 percent of them became
nous drug abusers.
infected within a year.
"There was a real clue there to
But of those virus -free men
the cause of Kaposi’s sarcoma," said checked in 1985, only 4 percent mike
Drew.
quently got the virus.
Since 1981, however, the prevaDrew theorizes that cytomegal,
lence of Kaposi’s sarcoma among ho- virus is a co-factor
in the development
mosexual AIDS patients has fallen of Kaposi’s
sarcoma, that it and the
sharply.
AIDS virus somehow work together to
Last year. it was found in 24 per- cause the cancer.
cent of them.
"Most people are infected with
Drew said he believes the falling CMV first." he said.
Kaposi’s sarcoma rate can he ex’It becomes latent in the individ
plained, at least in pan. by less infection and reinfection with cytomegalo- nal. AIDS virus comes in. activates
CMV, and the two of them together
virus.
Among homosexual men. AIDS are additive in the way they weaken
is spread through sexual practices, es- the immune system. Then you become
infected with another strain of CM \
pecially receptive anal intercourse.
Just how this repeated assault M
Many recent studies suggest that
homosexuals have changed their sex- CMV causes cancer is unclear. Drew
ual habits because of fear of catching said some other co-factor, such as
drug or another virus, may he also in
AIDS.
volved.
This is mirrored by sharply declining venereal disease rates among
homosexuals.
Drew said CMV also is spread
sexually.
He believes more careful sexual
practices have reduced the transmis
sion of this virus among homosexuals

LSATs

KAPLAN

Party leaders oppose Prop 64
SACRAMENTO (AP)
The
leaders of the official Democratic and
Republican panics of California
jointly declared their opposition yesterday to Proposition M. the AIDS initiative on the Nov. 4 ballot,
Both said the initiative, which
could require the quarantine and isolation of thousands of Californians with
the AIDS virus, is medically unsound
and would only make treatment more
difficult by scaring victims into avoiding medical help or tear of quarantine
or losing jobs.
’It is not only ill-advised. hut absolutely dangerous,’ Republican state
Chairman Clair Burgener said at a Capitol news conference. "It will
frighten people . . and negate folks
coming forward who might be at
risk."
Democratic Party Chairwoman
Betty Smith added in a joint news conference that Proposition 64 "threatens
each and every one of us in that it
drives people with AIDS underground
when they should he seeking treatment."
She added that their joint announcement was a "historic moment"
for the two parties, which had never
before taken a joint stand on any CalilOrnia ballot measure.

Both parties adopted resolutions
against the initiative, sponsored by followers of political extremist Lyndon
LaRouche, at their separate executive
committee meetings this past weekend. Both stressed that their opposition
was to the initiative itself, not because
LaRouche hacks it.

STAPLE’? H KAPLAN EDUEARONAL CENTER LTD

The world’s leading
test prep organization.
ENROLLING NOW! Visit us at our center.
.100 Hamilton Ave Palo Alto, CA 94301
Or cat us days. evenIngs or even weekends
Our phone number

(415) 327-0841

Braces aren’t fare ver

By Amy L. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
Paul Morris hasn’t given up his two-semester crusade to open a record store at SJSL1.
Morris. an SJSU student, began collecting
signatures last semester to call a special election by the Associated Students or a non-profit
record store on campus.
Jim Cellini, A.S. faculty adviser, said the
A.S. Constitution has certain pros isions outlining what students must lollow to all a special
election.
Signatures on a petition must equal 25
percent of the total number ol students who
east votes in the last election. (roughly 5(0) or
10 percent of the 25,000-student population,
whichever number is less. Cellini said.
Also, the petition must have the students’
signature and Social Security number.
C’ellini said the the amount of signatures
needed would equal the numher of students
who voted in the last election
but was unsure which of the spring semester elections
would he used.
He said either the last presidential election
or the special election in May. called by the
A.S. for a fee increase. could he used.
Morris said as of yesterday. he had collected more than 1.000 signatures, some of
which were collected last semester. A.S. can
check through the Social Security numbers
whether or not the students still attend SJSU.
he said.
However,
said the A.S. might
have to decide whether or not last seinemster’s
signatures are still valid.
"There aren’t any clear regulations. All
the names will have tithe checked to see if they
are still students, and probably they w ill count.
The A.S. w ill have to make a decision on
that." he said.
However. Gabriel Miramontes. A S cum.
troller. said the signatures collected ham] last
semester are invalid.
’The signatures are stale:. he said
He Ailed that esen it the students signed
the petition last semester and are still attending
SJSU. they might leel dillerently now
Miramonies added that although he has
not seen a plan, there are seseral roadblocks to
establishing a record store. Ile listed the lack of
available space or the shire . appropriate tun&
ing and managerial problems
Morris also said his primary object is es .ire
getting the needed funds and finding a 1(W:111011
for the store.
However, he said. "I feel the source of
funding is not important. It would he appropriate that the A.S. funds the record store since it
is proposed to he a student service business.
just as the Earth Toys.’’
Earth Toys, the A.S. ski ’shop, closed last

semester alter running deficits lor several
years.
Morris said possible locations for the record store included the Rec Center and the Student Union.
Ron Barrett, director ivf the Student
Union, said there is no available space in the
Union or the Rec C’enter.
"I don’t know of any available space, unless we moved something else. Perhaps in the
future, but right now there is nothing," he
said.
Miramontes said putting together a record
store won’t he easy, there are other implications which the A.S. would have to look into
before a record store is opened.

It doens’t hurt my record
or my resume to show that I
did this.’
Paul Morris,
s.iim! student
"We have to see how feasible his proposal is, what the long-range planning and structure looks like. It seems he wants to use the
A.S. lor his entrepreneurship program," Mira.
moniessaid.
Cellini said. "I Moe no feelings concerning a record store on campus. We gist have to
wan and see what the student body has to say
Morris said roughly eight to 12 students
have expressed interest in joining a start-up
committee Mr the store Ile said the committee
will Mrm in coming weeks to write a proposal
to present to the A.S.
Morris said he did not know if the A.S.
would he willing to fund the record store.
"There hasn’t been enough discussion as
to see It (the A Si is interested, or not, ’ he
said.
Morris said he began the campaign last semester alter conducting a marketing sursey ot
100 students. asking questions about their hie
sty les, music preterences and how olten iIi
purchase records, cassettes and compact discs
Morris said he reels a record store on campus will he successful because there are no
major record shores in ihe downtown area to
compete against
Ile said he us I Mid like to see the record
store have i ’’certain stock oh records. cassettes
and perhaps compact discs and other material
known to sell." Also, he would like to offer
students products based on special orders.
"My goal is to get the business going, if I
am appointed manager, then I Vk u ,uld he more
than happy to," Morris said ’11 doesn’t hurt
my record or my resume to show that I did
this
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SJSU seeks millions to finance
repair of two unsafe buildings
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lt I hi% id Rickard
Daily staff writer
SJSU is asking for $5.97 million from the
1987-88 state budget to finance the renovation of
two buildings ranked in the top 10 of a California
State University priority list of capital -outlay projects.
The list, compiled by the chancellor’s office.
rated the old Science Building sixth and Dwight
Bente! Hall ninth out of 51 projects. The old Science
Building has been closed since 1980 because of
safety violations, while the other was partially shut
down in February.
The university is asking for $5.742,000 in construction costs for the old Science Building, and
$228.(XX) for preliminary and working drawings for
Dwight Bernet Hall.
SJSU has also petitioned the state for $114,000
to cover the cost of preliminary and working drawings for expansion of the heating and cooling plant,
which is 47th on the list.
To emphasize the need for funds, SJSU President Gail Fullerton escorted representatives of the
state legislative analyst’s office around campus last
week on a firsthand inspection of the damaged buildings.
After reviewing requests from the 19 CSU
schools, nine schools in the University of California
system and 160 community colleges, the analyst will
release a report to the Legislature with his recommendations.
The report, which is not binding, will he delivered to both houses prior to budget negotiations next
spring.
Although the analysts review capital -outlay requests annually, it was important they realize the urgency of the school’s need, said Dan Buerger. executive assistant to the president.
"We have to justify to them that we deserve to
have these buildings renovated." he said.
There is no question about the immediate need
to upgrade Dwight Bente! Hall. according to Dennis

’We have to justify to them that
we deserve to have these
buildings renovated.’
Buerger,
Dan
executive assistant to the president
Brown, chairman of the Journalism and Mass Communications Department, which occupies a portion
of the building.
The sagging ceilings that prompted an inspection and closure of part of the building in February
are only pan of the problem, he said.
A structural engineering report, released the
week before closure, stated "an array of difficulties," he said.
First was the presence of asbestos in some ceiling tiles hut violations of state seismic, electrical
and plumbing standards were also discovered,
He said various structural problems have
caused a shortage of classrooms and offices.
"We have 20 part-time faculty members in
what used to he a lounge in the central classrooms.
and five full-time teachers in MacQuarrie Hall."
Brown said.
"It hurts the students and faculty and if it gets
worse it will affect the quality of the program." he
said.
He said his greatest fear is that the problems
caused by the condition of the building may cause
the department to lose its accreditation when it
comes up for renewal in 1989, The physical quality
of the facilities is one of the 12 major criteria in determining re -accreditation. Brown said.
If funding is approved and work is underway by
then, the department may be able to get by, he said.
"But if there is still no solution, I would expect them
to do what they ought to."
According to the capital -outlay report, renovation of Dwight Bernd Hall would be completed by

Bargain baby

January 1990 if total funding is approved. In addition to the $228,000 sought from the 1987-88 budget. SJSU would also need $1,178,000 for construction from the 1988-89 budget.
The report also indicates that the old Science
Building would he finished in May 1989. The university already has the $130,000 needed for the preliminary plans, and the $260,000 needed for working drawings is anticipated from a government
obligation bond, possibly available in January 1987.
Preliminary drawings are basic blueprints lacking the detail of a working schematic. said Peggy
Asuncion, facilities planning manager.
"The preliminary drawing is where you see that
everything you want is going to fit," she said.
Asuncion said the preliminary drawings must
he approved by the state before additional money
will he distributed from the chancellor’s office.
The entourage included five staff members
from the analyst’s office, three representatives from
the chancellor’s office and officials from Facilities
Development and Operations.
Barbara Plum, SJSU design and construction
manager, said the government representatives were
non-committal about the school’s request.
"Put it this way, they didn’t say absolutely
no." Pluta said. "But they didn’t say absolutely yes.
either."
She added the fate of the request is not as dependent on the analyst’s report as it was in the past.
"It used to he that if the analyst said no, it was
dead," Pluta said. "It isn’t that way anymore."
Asuncion concurred with Pluta, noting that the
analyst did not recommend SJSU’s full -funding request for the old Science Building in his report to the
Legislature last year.
In that instance the university will put out a
statement to both houses, explaining their position.
The board of trustees approved the university’s
request two weeks ago in its annual review of the
capital-outlay projects for the system. Asuncion
said, clearing the was for review from the state.

Spartan Village advisers resolve conflicts
By Brian Fedrow
lite roommates then sign the contract.
Daily staff writer
The contract isn’t a legal docuWhen four people are living in ment: if one roommate turns up the
close quarters for an entire school stereo too loud, he or she won’t he
year. the question of who’s going to thrown out of Spartan Village. But
clean the toilet can become an explo- Tattershall said the main goal of the
sive one.
contract is to get people to talk to each
Spartan Village Coordinator Bob other.
Tattershall said he got so tired of me"The contract doesn’t demand
diating roommate conflicts at the 57- that you cover everything," he said.
unit apartment complex last year that "There are about 16 or 17 standard
he decided to do something rather than things that come up over the course of
wait for trouble to erupt.
a year. The wording of the contract is
"It’s amazing what people will up to the apartment mates."
light about," he said. "People can’t
Village Adviser Arline Urrutia
figure out what to set the heat at or said she likes the new system because
it
forces
people to sit down together.
they’ll say ’You’re not taking out the
"A lot of people were skeptical at
trash enough.’ People have never had
first," she said. "There were a lot of
to negotiate their lifestyle before."
Now they do. Tattershall has or- roommate conflicts last year and we
ganized a contract program at Spartan didn’t know about problems in the
Village that brings together all four complex until they blew up."
roommates to discuss potential probShe said the advisers have a list of
lems that could develop from living to- questions that they ask the roommates
gether. The apartment mates meet with like "Do you mind if your roommates
one of four village advisers who spend drink alcohol?" or "Which roommate
time talking about conflicts they have is going to clean the kitchen’?" Urrutia
encountered and spelling out what said the ice breaker gives the roommates a chance to get to know each
each roommate expects of each other.
Tattershall said that after the ad- other and her.
"The only problem is that it takes
viser talks to the students in each
apartment, an "apartment living" a long time, about two hours, to talk
contract is typed up based on what with them," she said. ’It’s hard to get
they said they wanted and expected. all four of the roommates together at

the same time. Most of my interviews
have been after 10 p.m."
Tattershall said he agrees that the
biggest problem is the zipped lip. "In
most cases. people disagree because
they never talked about it."
He said the adviser helps suggest
ways to solve conflicts and how to
avoid them. The contract is a way of
getting things in the open, including
the advisers, who Tattershall said
weren’t as visible last year.
Village Adviser Allison Caves
said the interview process is a "real
low-key thing."
"In general. it helps with people
who don’t know each other before they
move in together." she said. "It’s not
mandatory and if people don’t want to
sit down and talk, that’s their choice."
Caves said that roommates who
don’t want to talk are on their own.
"And we won’t mediate a conflict
they might have," she added.
Caves said the things most discussed are general household problems. such as cooking, cleaning, eating other people’s food and music. She
said little things can add up.
"When you’re mad at each other
and something stupid comes up, it’s
enough to make you blow up." she
said.
Tattershall said another reason to

Senate approves anti-drug bill
The
lion through the 1991 fiscal year. and
WASHINGTON (AP)
Senate voted 97-2 yesterday to ap- the Senate hill $3.2 billion through the
prove a sweeping election -year bill to same period.
By voice vote, a non-binding rescombat illegal drugs, including an enlarged enforcement program. making olution was passed specifying that a
new
source
of revenue will be needed
greater use of the military.
The Senate hill, and a similar to pay for the bill, beginning with an
House measure passed Sept. 11, re- appropriation of about $600 million
flect Congress’ response to increasing for the current fiscal year.
voter concern about drugs.
A few senators were sceptical that
The two hills differ in specific
provisions, but are similar in overall the provision could mean increased
taxes.
thrust.
"Are we talking about raising
Both proposals enact a broad ap- taxes?" asked Sen. Gary Han. 0.
proach that would pour money into en- Cob.
"We could he talking about
forcement. education, rehabilitation
and crop eradication, and would with- that," replied Sen. Lawton Chiles, 0hold aid from recalcitrant producer Fla., ranking Democrat on the Senate
Budget Committee.
countries.
The final form of a drug hill this
Budget Committee Chairman
year is likely to he resolved in a
Peter Domenici, R-N.M., said some
House -Senate conference.
senators want to obtain the money by
House Speaker Thomas P. O’N- raising alcohol and cigarette taxes.
But senators left the exact source
eill. D-Mass., called the Senate hill
"better than nothing," adding the of the new revenue unclear.
The Senate measure would give
House might accept it to "get a foot in
the secretary of defense three months
the door."
Both measures authorize money to prepare a list of actions the U.S.
for the increased war against drugs. military could take to increase antibut separate appropriations bills would drug efforts by civilian agencies, and
he necessary to actually spend the specify equipment that would he used.
Congressional committees would have
funds.
Often. Congress does not appro- to review the list.
The House measure would give
priate the full amount authorized.
The Congressional Budget Office the president 30 days to deploy milisaid the House hill authorizes $6.1 toil - tary equipment and personnel to
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keep roommates talking and hapii.
that there are currently no vacancies .it
Spartan Village in which to move people who have conflicts. "It’s nice to
have the flexibility of a few vacancies,
hut the apartments are full," he said.
Tattershall said the only way
Spartan Village residents can have
their license canceled is by breaking
the rules of the apartment license. He
added that if a roommate conflict affects the ability to study and is an "extremely tense situation," roommates
from dilTerent apartments could he
swapped if all parties agreed.
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ear -old John Griffith, enjoys a day on campus.
.little monster.
Griffith came n it h his aunt. Sandy Parsons, a psychology. senior.

New diet guidelines for women
Women president ()I the itSsOCIallon.
N’t)81, \l’
It includes calcium and exercise
can help fight obc.,H . .)steoporosis.
cancer and menstrual dill ’cult ies si ith lor osteoporosis. iron to compensate
new diet guidelines that emphasize or menstrual loss and fat restrictions
iron, calcium and is fat foods and and a ban on smoking to fight cancer.
Experts at the association’s news
avoidance of tobacco. the American
conference cautioned that evidence
Dietetic Association soil ’,cstcrday.
linking
diet to prevention of cancer
The plan distills recommendations to fight particular diseases in an and osteoporosis is weak or indirect,
attempt to ease "the confusion caused and that diet is only one of many facby the barrage 0) single diet -disease tors leading to some diseases.
The news conference was firecommendations cast upon the public
in recent years." said Anita Owen. nanced by the National Dairy Board

’A deeply romantic...and sexy love story"
Peter Ira, ers PEOPLE WAGAZAI

She is the most mysterious, hdepenc1ent,
beautitul, angry person he has ever met.
He is the first man who has ever
gotten close enough to feel
the heat of her tulger..and her love.

smugglers at the borders and arrest
them when in hot pursuit.
Within 45 days. the chief executive would he required to substantially halt smuggler boats and planes
from crossing U.S. borders, under the
House bill.
The House bill would allow capital punishment for individuals involved in a continuing criminal enterprise, who intentionally caused the
death of another individual.
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger labeled the House language
"absurd" and asserted the military is
"doing a very great deal" to fight
drugs.
The Senate hill does not include a
death penalty provision.
The Senate measure also does not
include a weakening of the exclusionary rule, which keeps illegally seized
evidence out of court .

PARTY HEARTY

W11,1,1ANI 111.

Before the Game
During the Game
After thg_game
-

NIAlt111,

Chil%n

;,1_"
...

Let Subway prepare an exciting 3foot or 6-foot Sub for your next
party, Or we’ll make an appetizing
party platter featuring snack -size
portions of our Classic Italian BMT.
Subway Club. Tuna. Seafood
Crab, Roast Beef, Turkey Breast.
Ham 8 Cheese Something for
everyone’ Party Hearty and save at
Subway
Go Spartans Roast
the Bulldogs Beef!

Mon -Sat 10am-2am
Sun 10am-midnight
475 E San Carlos
408-288-5676
Free Delivery on Campus
With Minimum Order

god
ITU SUGARMAN PRODUCTM
PAIIANI(11.Vf PR TURLs PRESENTS
A BANDA RAINES FILM 1:1111.11REN DI; 1.1.ssER GOB PIPER LAURIE PHILIP BOSCO
Screenplay by IIESPER ANDERSON and ’I Rh MEMO. Rayed on the Stage Play by MARX MEDOFF
Produced by BURT SUGARMAN and P \TRICK PAIAIER Directed hy RAND KUNES
A PARAMOCNT PICTURE
ill WARS ILIUM
111 mum* rt fiellonGS

111. -7.74-21A-

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Nemm

)fte.laz
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Social club lures some valley singles

Denise VVendler Daily stall
Bartender Susan Purriwo pours a s Ma drink

1.01"

an unidentified cust

photographer

’rat the singles club Trellis

Former SJSU lecturer brings people together
Ii

\Ls( j marlin
1,11i writer

0 ne se the originalo
gurus in Silicn Valley ’s singles
scene stood behind a card table supervising admission sales to a lecture/dance party lust getting under Vi, il) behind him Paul Reese. a former SJSU lecturer who
stropped out Irons teaching. chatted with regulars and doled
011i It-mildly encouragement 10 newcomers at Trellis. Located m Mountain View ’s Old Mill Center. Trellis is a singles social club
Reese in his mid 40s, earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at STSI ’ in the ’UK, then returned here as a
lecturer in 1974 I hiring his three -semester stint as an instructor, he taught Ins insnmental Education lOr Teachers
and Pollution and Society, as well as created an Environmental Information Center and Lab. In the fall of 1974 and
spring sit 1975. he also conducted Environmental Education
lield experimems. A crisis in his domestic ens ironment
turned lion into a single’s cluh entrepreneur, he said
A sh%orce and a cutback in teaching positions skit tin
the ill11%C1,11) I.).Stelli Caused Reese 10 create Trellis. lie explained Now older and slightly balding, he admits that one
it the reasons he started the singles-only Trellis w.is In I insl
soinesme tor ’muse!! Reese blushed and admitted. "It via!,
at1,01111e1Is III 110 MIMI all alsmg that I would have some adyantage i vk lilt a i imen I
Kee,’ said he misses the stimulation of teaching hut
I unning .I. tell is "more than makes up or the loss."
’
"I have used Trellis many limes.’’ he confided. "and
has c been in a number of relationships that have lasted a
year or two "
Reese doesn’t know how many other people have
I ormed relationships through Trellis but, since opening in
1976. Trellis has had about 22,01X1 members. he said.
Approximately I .701110 I .14110 members are currently
active in either the social activities or in the tabloid-style
newspaper called "Trellis Singles’’ that Reese prefers to
call a MilI2a/1110 "When I started Trellis I was really thinking 01 an as it as based organization as the primary part of
what we w CIC !!sqlig to he pros iding
It still is primary.
I think. tyni 0 a as a %el% Mg surprise to me that the magI’m now a
i/me has es 111, ts1 .11111 1-10,1111C so maim
publisher ssi a N els sIC111114. Jill 111,1C.1/111C ’
ReCse., IIInIC .111d 10,, Is really a lal 11111e publication
listing the daily social and educational events held at Trellis’ ( 11,1 Mill s luhroom plus ti% c or six pages of personal ads
placed by hoth limn and women
Trellis’ advertisers are better -quality people than the
populatIOn as a whole. Reese said. While relationship advertising ior a date used to he a "thing 01. desperation." it
has become perfectly acceptable within the last five years.
In tact, activities have become secondary and attendance at
social events has sultered since the ads became so popular.
Reese complained
it;; this night there were about 75 people gathered to
hear Sian I tale. a former radio personality and polygamy
ady(sc.oe . lecture on ’Potency’’ in relationships Usually
acccompamed hy both his wives, Dale brought only one on
this occasion Ile spoke fondly to the audience of both.
howey el I .iins incingly . he argued. "I can love as many
people as 1 ,S.1ill
Reese. his shiny Dacron shirt glowing in the dim
room. sat \k lill his arm around a brunette. As Dale’s lecture
slow ty vs seind down. Reese moved to the front of the room.
signaling him to hurry. With an air of having done it before.
Reese smiled and cajoled the speaker to finish.
Reese wanted iss leave plenty sit time for dancing, he
said.
Dale’s audience dissolved into the room, some getting
a drink helms: going to a table while others went directly

Fatal scorpion
aids tourism
in Durango
DURANGO, Mexico (Al
Savvy entrepreneurs have turned the
menace of Durango. the deadly scor
pion. into an unofficial symbol of state
pride. and a Mg tourist business.

SAN ICISF STATE

STATE (Homecoming)
V3FRESNO
SAT. OCT. 4.1:30 P M
0 UTAH STATE

Denise Wendler Daily staff photographer
Paul Reese, owner of Trellis and a former SJSII lecturer in environmental studies, takes center stage

EARTHBREAK
EMERGENCY
WHEN:

TEPTARTY
A
TAILGATE

Epicenter located at the cross of
Seventh and San Carlos streets, site
of the Student Union
Recreation & Events Center.

ACTION:

Scream! Yell! Get excited! Rush to
the site and celebrate the SUREC
Groundbreaking.

SPARTAN STADIUM

F esno St game win Air Cal KICU 36 TV trips to
Vancouver. Canada a Homecoming KEEN Bud
painter caps to 1st 10.000 See Kevin Sweeney
Heismann candidate Utah St game win Amer.
ican Airlines KICU 3610 trips to Europe

Special Student Rates Available
FieservedSeats
Unreserved Seats
Faculty Staff & Alumn.

TICKET INFO (408) 277 -FANS

%Isis’. however. are fnuen tor
ever in clear acrylic and mounted on
tourist gifts such as ashtrays, napkin
holders, key chains, earrings, wooden
hoses and Western -style string neck
ties.

AID:
at Metric Car Center

said Car
"They’re a curiosity
men Moreno, who sells the novelties
in the huge market.

ei
41::

INCLUDES’
Tune -Ups
Brake Work
Engine & Transmission Work
Clutches
* ALL services include FREE oil change’
CONTACT JAMAL (408) 988-0795
1686 COLEMAN AVE ,SANTA CLARA

Noon, Wed., October 1, 1986

WHERE:

SAT. OCT. 11, 1:30 P.M.

The "alacran.’’ or scorpion.
which can pack potentially lethal pot
son an the stinger sit its tiny tail, is
turning up on the shelves of this capital
city’s central market and gift and sou
venir shops

"When people go to the linked
States they take them as gifts." said
Silvia Tremillo, another sales clerk.
Durango is Mexico’s fourth larg
est state in land mass and its leading
producer ot gold.

onto the dance floor. The disc jockey began to play some
middle-of-the-road music Everyone was checking out the
others helore settling din, su
Bush Millaves:, who supplies ceramic clay to the Art
Department. stretched 0111 al a tahle on the smoking side of
the room. lie only conies to Trellis acts iiles since in a
while, he said. "Most ot he women are is vs old and too fat
for me." Millay lokes1 "My ad in the (Trellis) paper says
Alillavec’s ad cssst $79, he said,
that even skinny is
because it’s liii I ssi intormatisin and has an extra black horsier around il its attract attention.
Tom, vdyis declined to give his last name. said he
:suites to Trellis because it has higher-quality women than
the singles’ has "I don’t answer the ads. I haven’t even
read any .
Elaine Canteloup lives in Fremont and conies down to
Trellis fairly often these days, she said, because she just
ended a I ’ year relationship that she had begun at Trellis.
She sat in the middle of the non-siltssking section wearing a
bright red stress, laughing with some other women.
Cathy and I inda. who also declined to give their last
names. had just popped in after the lecture to dance tor
awhile Cathy said she usually meets guys in elevators or on
the bus. "I haven’t been here for at least a year." she said.
’I just came by because I had nothing better to do." Linda
said she lust came along to keep Cathy company. They both
feel sale ut Trellis, they say. but have never met anyone
special there
Reese said he doesn’t think Trellis as dull as the girls
do. He likes the creative processes involved in the operation, he said. because he is the one who decides what to do
and when iii do it. Soon, he explained. he will be closing
the Old Mill clubroom and scheduling the entertainment and
lectures at places around the Bay Area like the Elks or the
Rotary clubs This is the way it was in the beginning and he
likes it better 111;11 k .0.. Reese said. He will still have his
personal grow th les lures :Ind psychic fairs because he heheves nurst ol ii es’s’.
background, yoli may have
"I come t1-11111
noticed. and E in still a little skeptical." he said. "hut
mostly I ani a helieser "
"I want lo use the Trellis format to get people to come
together and to expose them to other ideas that would he
beneficial. . ," Reese explained. "but I want to expand
the activities up at least to San Mateo and around the area.’’
The hest way to do that, he said, is to use different locations
for get-togethers.
The personal ad service is expanding rapidly. Reese
continued, and Trellis has the equipment to computerize the
mailing. It is just not hooked up yet. Right now the income
from the ads is equal to or a little more than the income from
activities, according to Reese. When the Trellis club
moves, the ad service will he able to grow in new \says, he
said.
"The people who place ads are not necessarily the
same people that come to activities," Reese said. "There is
about a 30 percent overlap... The people who place ads can
expect between 10 and 30 responses. Reese promises. but
"mune women get as many a 200 sir 3(X), depending on how
the ad is written."
The former professor is rapidly growing older than his
members. who remain mostly between 30 and 40 years old.
He said that he is "very much open to marriage" and is
eager to mention that fact. If he married, he said, he would
not spend so much time at the activities, but would run Trellis from behind the scenes. His wife would not have to
worry about other women, he said.
In fact. one of the ads in Trellis might one day he his
own, he suggested. It might he the fancie-,I rie. as he is the
publisher, after all

Free ice cream, entertainment, Crazy
George, the Modern Jazz Ensemble,
and more!!
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Campus
Saturday’s concert. sponsored by the Associated Students Program Board, drew only 60 paying fans. The p.ior
attendance was due to the ban on non-SJSU students under
IN and the withdrawal of the headlining hand. Green on
Red. Because ol the low turnout. Paul Goa/, program
hoard concert chairman, said he is considering placing a
hold on future concens in Morris Dailey Auditorium
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Berlin. a Los Angeles-based hand, is scheduled to perform at the San Jose Civic Auditorium on Oct 20. The concert is co-sponsored by the A. S. Program Board and One
Step Beyond. a Santa Clara stance club.
Tickets are on sale: SI 2 lor students and advanced ties
eral admission and 514 at the door. Tickets are available at
Bass Ticket Outlets. the San Jose Box Oft ice and the A S
Business Office.
Spring enrollment will be denied to those students who
fail to present mail of measles Minium/anon ivliire Nov.
26.
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For the second time in 10 years. Fenster
USOS the same lame excuse

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

dents Joln our marketing staff
Take new and renewal magazine

charming 3 iscirm house Come
nienl location non-smoker pre

ighr page minimum Si. months
rim disk storage On-line word

ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Call 255-0724 (recording)
to get your copy 24 Ms FREE

orders by phone Mon thru Weds
& Sat & Sun Outstanding earning

!erred Call 295-4069

processing ask

DO YOU WANT to overcome your everyday problems with STRESS
Call Tony Pat 446-3721 258.5314
6400-61200 no perltime or
57000-16000 no full time Call
Tony or Pel at 446-0660

potential Call 370-9090
I OOKING

FOR PART TIME work’
Togo set 900 N First SI
hiring
for day time positions Please call
287-4570 or Inquire within

EARN

RESEARCH PAPERS 15.278 AVAIL.
ABU. E Catalog $200 Research,
11322 Idaho 07060T 106
geles
90025
VISA MC
COD.(213) 477-8474

MARKETING DIRECTORUpper dial Won Marketing Motor wnld to design & Implement rmitilacted personnel recruitment or the SJSU
Annual
Fund
ElerIble
20-25
hr wk
celery 51000k w hinge
benefit of valuable professional
experience Must be motivated

Anor

510-5360 WEEK( Y Up malting circular.’ No quotas bosses Sincerely
Interested

self addressed
envelope
Network COW
POl B1072, Crystal lake, II 60014

organized. & outgoing Call Deb
Antiey for eddltional int 277 9206
between 35prn wkdays

rush

PAc DON Al 0.60W HIRING’ Premium
pay hours flexible around school

AUTOMOTIVE
Al ACK CAT CAPRI 1976. 6 cyl. 4 sp.
am fm mss Good condition. new
Interior. $1600 or oHer
745E534 297-1257

schedule Two -live days. 10-35
hrs wk
Interviews ME 3 4prn
Contact Mike or lucy at 365-3095.
15475 l os Gatos Blvd
NEED SOMETHING MORE then lust
another lob" Gain mluable TEL F
MARKETING & STATISTICAL RESEARCH Skill S while earning

BUGS FOR SALE’. San Jose s best
BUGS All guaranteed’. 1001, ti

84-58 hr working days or evenings at the SJSU Annual Fund

mincing. OAC Call VW Restore
lion at 797 8700 $200 discount on
vehicle purchase. koala ID
80 C8500

HONDA (custom) clean.
runs great’ Never my mechanica

Call Deb -al 277-9206 3 5pm weekdays
NOW HIRING CI FRICAL

Must sell Only $950
call 270-2998 after 5pm
80 TOYOTA CFI. ICA OTt a Saud so.
steer case %Int cond, must see’
53500, cell 973-1187
75

MUSTANG

New

brakes.

Ism deck, runs well
Call 268-0647

006 277.9200 3.5prn wkdsys
PART 8 FUll TIME RETAIL HELP’ Nafor
preparing
tional
firm
Christmas work and semester
break work if accepter] you will
earn $925 starting’ Parl time 1201
earnings per week equat 1185
Full 140) earnings per week equal
4370 No exterlence is needed because of our Intensiv on the job
training program Good math and
reading skills are a plus Some

V6

5500 oiler

74 VW SUPER BEETLE Ercint cond
OK
miles rbit
under
engine
Asking $7600 Cali 977-8947 eves

COMPUTERS

evening and weekend positions
are evadable and some flew Ibility
is snowed during linel exams in

APPLE II PHOSPHER MONITOR never
used $10001 ofter Call 779-8487.
leave message
USERS

Rent

lime on a
I amrWriter
printer
WordprocessIng

Plus

APPLE

1

MACINTOSH

addition. if you qualify. corporate
scholarships are ewarded internships are possible. and you may
earn 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
During your winter
sernmter
spring, and especially summer

and
straight typing service. also Call
DAYSTAR Si 358-2717 Pickup
and delivery Ressoneble rams

breaks, full time work Is available
Call today for information and an

quality work’

interview, or call Monday through
Friday betwmn 10 AM -2 PM 14081
275-9885 11 the line is busy

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private Instruction on the IBM PC,
In Wordstor, wordpertect. writing
essiatent or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227-1990
13156 TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS.005 CP SA Al TOS

please be patient and try again
An egusi opportunity company

500

$1400

e

Disk
disk

.

formals
Word

......
Pro-

cessors -Meg
Tapes
Prompt Service PU & Delivery
Sera
Dale
Creative
ices

eves & Sal Good communication
skills 799-3567 Roiene Susan

monitor.

keyboard.

51095

490.2883
PEI IABI F

BACKUP BABYSITTER
WANTED evenings wknds if in
tweeted call 279.5026 after 6prn

FOR SALE
BLACK & WHITE SOFA $150, their
re ottoman $125.1 set Imps $50.
mt Imps 535. 3 rntchng plctures
$35.0 sleepsote $700 395-6397
FRIDGE FOR DORM opt large Avant!.
19 a 21 a 3201) Only 3 mos old
$1566 Dan -971-8695 after 9pm
FUTONS.’ Quality cofton products
Create your own living & sleeping
spec, with our futons pillows
and frames Cusiorn Futons & Pli
low. Plus. 307 El Pmeo Shopping
Center (at Sarstoga 8 Campbell
Aces). Son Jose 378-584E Itra
discount on Futons with thls ad
I SELL ONL Y ONE model and 6170
(23") of bike. bul you can own
mw 17 -speed for less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales oilers low Cost tronsportatIon needs for the
student 30 day guarentee All
Mks. fins] Call Days 942-7736
Ems 293-4760 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES" Bor
row them from us’ Real Estele.
MOtivetionel. Ulm & Rosiness
home-study courses Hundreds
te choom from’ Well also accept
any used courma for credit to ’Nerd the annual fee UNI IMITED
borrowing The Seminer Library
18001024-2722 r 137
BR, COUCH. mmilent condition Neutral color $175 or offer Call (408)
11880, 9-5prn, Karen

HELP WANTED
DOWNTOWN REAL ESTATE office
needs meta". receptIon1.1 9-5
MWF & 2.5pm, T TH Good, not
test typ req Prof...tonal dress
cod* Cell Ray or Jim .1 290.5522

suuplik

RESTAURANT seeds lunch
end dinner busmen I wetter -ass
EfoOd Bludent job Call 280-6161.

while you work Answer phones
PT 4.6prn 3-5 days Pat 99E9812
TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool
10 SJ area 6 FCF units preferred
1408)723-1131
TEL EMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for e few
outspoken people to sell air lime
This position requires a good
voice and a strong desire tomes.
money Call Mrs Green at 3773000

40
Type
FRESHMAN SOPHMOREwprn Willow Glen Prescription
Plum- Alt wk. MWF. 3.7pm & Set
9 30-3prn 33 85 hr to start Will
266-6261

JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ ideal for Its

BACKACHE"

Free emrnInation &
care as pan of a research projml
if you have had low beck pain for
more than 6 months & are 70-55
yrs old, please call Palmer Co,
lege of ChiroprectIcWes1 .1 14501
744.8907. eel 401

TF I EPHONE SA( FS pad time Sell
subscriptions In the Mercury.
News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM I PM or
plus
4 30PM-8 3OPPA. Mon -Fri
Sal Cell today (400)983,000
WORK STUDY STUDENT needed’
Flee hr.. light typing, computer
helpful phones Call Denise al the
Spartan FOUndstion 277-3234

2

.29

Trust

Tony

ACADEMIC

DWIGHT FIFWITI

Mil I IONAIFIES
bought piece parlor Need counter
and dellvery people Mull like
YOUNG

CRA7Y

sports cows. Or Sums books.
etc No Maks’ 248-6828 ask for
Dr Anderson or early

HOUSING
AFFORDARI F HOUSING’, STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. secure and safe rooms, FREE unit.
ties wad home/M.01.g service
Reasonable reles-sherod or single meltable WsikIng distance to
San Jose State Office 72 N 5Ih
ST, 996-0734
1 student
WANTED
roommate to share Ig duplex
1 2
near Blossom 1411I $375
or
9728744
Tom
Call
uti.

ROOMMATE

(805)528-6317
HOUSE. 2 bdrna. $400 mo w housesMIng duties 000 rno 00 Good
sttuation for reliable Student
Close to school Paul 125-8904
OFFICE SPACE NEAR CAMPUS. 2400
SF Victor-ion house 91950
Sin/Fights 2nd Boor sun came
Mardwood floors, newly reno-

ROOMMATE WANTED FEMAIF to
share quiet 4 bdrm house In
Campbell near Pruneyard with 2
end leech.,
share util Call 377-1854

fem.!eo

ROOMMATE

WANTED

TO

AND

PROFESSIONAL

group projects, resumes menu
scripts & letters I ocated 10 6015
San Jose only minutes from cam
pus Call P J at 973-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats 4 group projects welcome Spell check every time, free

1

BONNE
ETHICS!

s,4ViCLL.WNAT
CLASS is
mos FOR?

’Pi

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

SO, LET’S MEET
-THE 8ACHELOkETTES!

AND tt3

BACHECOREITE It 2
15 A MOD, METAL-PM
FAR OUT GAL

BACI-1ELORE1TE t1
is A FORMER
M1S5 USDA

Is uwABLE

To REPRODUCE
iN CAPTIVITY

disk storage Database capability
Standard & micro cassette transcription
SAMNA

Word proc trng on
perfect
word
6
software Hrs MF 030-5 30 Reserve time now 101 your upcom
ing thesi5. dissertation or menu script Chrystal 973-8461

HMI 117

NATIONAL GAYEll contact club 18
men and women Conficienlal, low
rates Sand SASE to NGCC, P0
Box 28781.6. San Jose. C.
95159

A CASH REBATE

55 cash discount
to new customers on reports 10
pages One page tree typing on
reports 26 pages Prolmslonal
typIst and skilled word processor
I sserWrIter Plus prInting Pickup
and delivery Highest quality work
at student rates - 51 50 page Can
DAYSTAR et 358-2717

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPI F to
try new herbal weight control pro.
gram No drugs no exercise
100., gueranteed Call (408) 7457503
PROFESSOR s EXAM Fil FS evadable
tor
Enginmring
IS
required
courses in CF. FE. ME and Mel
Eng, a FIT. Calculus, Chemistry
and Physics Avsilebie at Spartan

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes, term pa

Bookstore & Roberts Book Store

pers.trenscriplion
small’

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PF RMA
NENTI ’In Confidential. 335 S
San Jose Cii
Elmwood Ave
747 7486 tor appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chrisnan Cen
ter Sunday I utheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry al 298-0204
f or worshIp.counmling.programs

haber

SERVICES
RARE IT Ai I " Slop shaving wearing.
tweezing let me permanently re
move your unwanted Mir (chin,
bac,
shoulders, etc i 15", discounts to
students and faculty Call before

1986 & gel your 1st
appt at 1 2 price Unwanted heir
dIsappears with my care Gwen C
Chelgren R F Call 559.3500, for
spot 1645 5 Bascom Ave NC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
FE s If s"
IS THAT DESIGN protect
due & you hsve no resources for
ideas or what to build, SHI Floc
’tonics is committed to oftering
low cost electronic (component)
& computer information needs tor
Inc student Call Days 942-7736,

Cell Robert NO et ME) 2E168400
for an appointment
1006 AHEAD"’ Prepare tor the future
now Learn to establish or repair
yours now Vise MC meltable

IF AtURDEra
WAS LE6AL,.

YES, I’M SURE

RIGHT

01/

meltable critical reeding, mists
tance in rewroting Dan 0 Rear
978-0277
BARRE s WORD PROCESSING Neve
job will process Erpedenced In
theses manuscripts, papers, re
backup
professional
sumac,

Classified

work Reasonable rsles localed
convenienny Cali Barbe Cr 925-

formatting (Turablen

APA etc
Former English major highly de
pendable Willow Glen Area easy
Morton
Call
Mrs
to
locate

4370

Student paRECK SECRETARIM
pers, resumes, bustness typing
needs, word processIng Willow
Glen area Call Ilse at 767 8234
Hill SANTA
TERESA
Fft OSSOM
AREA Fast accurate typing end
word processing mailable seven

(Hershel from 8A1A-8PAI el 266
9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSMIG
Term papers research papers,
theses & dissertations ICampbell.
Tumbler, AP 3rd Si, screen.
play resumes cover & follow-up
letters. manuscripts (books, ergcies. ShOrt stories). transcdplion
Free SPFI CHEK, minor edlt (If

days a wmk 11011150 ptC6uP &
delivery 365 1012
CAL I I INDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
word
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S.J. City Council votes
to dump toxics initiative

Bull’s-eye

row’s, from page I
"The terms of the initiative are poorly

defined, and it would be quite disastrous if it
passed." Bogard said.
Many of the city’s manufacturing companies have water-treatment systems that are
presently releasing extremely small amounts of
toxics into the city’s water system and are in
compliance with state law. Bogard said.
If Proposition 65 passes, many of these
companies would he in violation of the law and
a tremendous flood of lawsuits would result.
Bogard said.
She added that every issue included in
Proposition 65 is already covered by other state
laws.
The problem with existing laws is that the
state tells local governments to take care of
their own toxic spills, without providing state
money or manpower to deal with the situation.
Bogard said.
Giles said tests now in use detect toxins at
one part per trillion in the water system. If any
of one of the substances detected is on the list
of toxins identilied as carcinogens, a lawsuit
could, and probably ix ill he brought against the
company, he said
Ted Smith. execul ie director of the Silicon Valley Toxic. Coalition. stressed health
reasons in his unsuccessful attempt to convince
the council to denounce Proposition 65.
’We are not talking about coffee grounds
or paint being dumped, we are talking about
chemicals that we know cause cancer and birth
defects." Smith said.

According to a poll put together by the
Yes on 65 organization. 87 percent of the
state’s voters support the initiative.
Voters support the proposition because
they want to prevent politicians from playing
with the issue of toxic polluters. said Barbara
Perzigian, South Bay director of Campaign
California, an affiliate of Yes on 65.
"Politicians haven’t done enough to stop
toxics, so we took the issue into our own hands
through the initiative pmeess." Perzigian said.
The council should support, the pmposilion because a majority of the people in the city
support the proposition. Perzigian said.
Councilwomen Blanca Alvarado and Iola
Williams. along with Councilman Jim Beall,
supported the proposition.
"There have been 230 toxic spills since
January and it takes 12 to 18 months for the
state to respond to these spills.’’ Beall said .
tie added that the proposition was drafted
to send a message to manufacturers in the state
that enforcement is necessary and will happen.
propiAmirttteorn.thme

acyit),urni.ciolmvomteedEntieieyoptrkedse

the
various public relations committees from both
sides of the issue not to distort the council’s decision. "It will be tempting. but we v..ill he
monitoring them to make sure our vote is not
di
tMdec,Ehalf osfatidhe.
Statewide,
manufacturing jobs
rely heavily on five chemical -using industries:
agriculture, aerospace and defense, electron ics. petrochemicals and oil refining.

Alcohol abuse addressed
Student Marnye Summers aims one of Field. (lasses have been relocated to long-awaited ground breaking of the
the last Arrows to be shot on the Archery South Campus to accomodate today’s Rec Center.

AWARENESS. from page I
Students don’t have a lot of interest in alcohol awareness right now. said Rebecca Purdin, vice chairwoman of the homecoming committee. But Alcohol Awareness Day will
continue to he part of homecoming week.
"It’s been good for a first-time event,"

Deadline nears to apply for graduate grants
By F:.C. Walters
Daily staff writer
Only nine days remain to apply
for 1987448 NI !bright Scholarships
Qualified graduate students sk ho
are interested in the Fulbright or some
700 other grants offered or graduate
studies abroad must submit their applications to the SJSU Student Services
Division by Oct. 10.
Fulhrip hi
Scholarsh i

awarded by the U.S. government for
research, teaching or graduate study.
The program is intended to promote understanding between people of
the United States anti other countries.
Ii began in
1946. under the
soon.
hip of former U.S. Sen. J.
William Fulhright, 0-Ark
/cns

The Fulbright funds U.S. catmg or teaching in foreign

niither councountries and people
tries working or study irig here,
Applicants must he U.S. citizens
when they apply. must have earned an
undergraduate degree or its equivalent
belOre the beginning date of the grant,
and, in most cases. must he proficient
in the language 01 the host country.
With a few exceptions, applicants
Also, students
may not hold a Ph
are ineligible tOr next %ear’s grants i a

specific country if they have been
doing research or graduate work in that
country for six months or more.
SJSU graduate Betsy Bowen is
currently studying anthropology in
Norway on a Fulbright scholarship.
In academic year 1984-85. SJSU
graduate Mary Brunetti) worked on a
Fulbright scholarship as a French goveminent teaching assistant

she said "Hopefully it will get bigger with
each year."
To round out alcohol awareness activities.
members of sorority Kappa Delia passed out
literature on alcohol abuse and recovery. The
sorority was fulfilling a requirement, set down
by the national organization. to participate in
alcohol awareness activities. Purdin said.

Police look into slayings
1.05 ANGELES (AP)
The
shooting death of a transient downtown Monday, the fourth such slayMg in two months, has led police to
investigate whether a serial killer is
preying on homeless people, a police department spokesman said
In all four cases, the victims
were killed execution -style. Cmdr.
William Booth said. All the victims
were outdoors when they were slain
and none had homes, he said,

"We are looking at the likelihood that there is a serial killer targoing transients." Booth said.
"We still have no definitive
proof."
"We don’t have a motive. We
have ruled out robbery," Booth
said.
Detectives are evaluating
whether the three killed in Septemher and the one killed Monday were
shot w ith the same gun, he said.
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